The physical states $ m(j) ja > are characterized by their three-I momentum 5, the spin j, its projection on the z axis 0, and the mass m(j), which we allow to be a function of j. The "wave functionlt for a particle state described by this field is just 
we find for the commutation relations of the fields To proceed, note that iz =j$ -g and insert two complete sets of states I$ ha\ > where Xa and Ib are the eigenvalues of A'.$ and $*p^.
Also observe that to take px into -ph, set p^ 3-G and e(J) -tin -e(J).
These two operations result in
and so one has
The commutator of a field transforming as Ca,b] and its adjoint can now be written as
Taking the usual connection between spin and statistics, E = -(-1) 2(a-t-b) I this commutator becomes We are invited then to imagine that the anti-symmetric combination For R = 2(N+l), the anti-symmetric part in $ is a polynomial of degree 2N+1, and for R = 2N-k1, the symmetric part is a polynomial of degree 2N. (j,,c) and (j,o,) to [a,b] . The wave function for a particle is characterized by three momentum G, spin J, spin projection JZ = C, and a parameter p which tells how J was made out of j, and j,. Suppose then that P(G) -P(-$) is a polynomial of degree 2N+1 in the components of $. As before, -t 2(~+1+-3 we study the coefficient of (p) in the expansion of the boost operators for n = 0,1,2, . . . . Also we choose ji = j, f 2(N+n+2). Since j: -Tli = 0,l the only non-zero I + 2(N+n)i-3 contributions to the coefficient of (p) come from the terms with . 11 Jl = 3, + r, j, = j, + r + 1 for 0 5 r 5 2(N-t-n)+3. We are thus lead to For j = j', the scalar product can be explicitly evaluated ; < jD\cosh @(j)rosinh e(j)$.?/ju' > This is what we set out to prove.
